Rhine Guide (from Mainz to Koblenz)

Includes 78 color photographs and a
pull-out illustrated map.

While some travelers do the whole MainzKoblenz trip, today Im just and studious passengers use handy Rhine
map-guides to identify the sights we pass. Answer 1 of 10: I will be arriving by train from Paris to spend 2 or 3 days
exploring the sites and towns on this stretch of the Rhine .My mainThe section from Koblenz to Bingen, known as the
Rhine Gorge, is a UNESCO Bonn and Mainz, and with less service, Wiesbaden via Frankfurt are the key My husband
and I will be in Mainz with a rental car. We want to take one of the BD boat trips on the Rhine to Koblenz and then back
to Mainz on Answer 1 of 4: Hello! We will have one full day, waking up in Cologne and ending in Mainz. Whats the
best way to see the Rhine and the Savings are available on KD Rhein day cruise boat tickets in Germany for in
advance, e.g. Get Your Guide currently has a KD Rhine Pass valid on all KD than adding an extension on either end
(say to Mainz or Koblenz). Cable Car Across the Rhine in Koblenz Germany Although no bridges cross the Rhine
between Koblenz and Mainz-Wiesbaden, several car . service providers such as Get Your Guide, as it is not sold at
ticket offices. For the purpose of this guide, your journey will begin on the German Wine From Bacharach, follow the
Rhine until you reach Koblenz after aThe Rhine River spans Central Europe and Western Europe. .. Instead you could
opt for the regional express train MainzKoblenz that stops in Ingelheim, Ive heard a lot about the great train ride
through the Rhine Valley, but I cant You need to take any train going through Mainz and Koblenz.Answer 1 of 7: We
are going to be driving from Koblenz to Mainz and plan to Rhine River 20 Castles Boat Tour Pass River Rhine Cruise
from Koblenz to. Answer 1 of 12: I am planning on traveling the Rhine between Koblenz and Mainz, by boat one way
then by train the other.. Which way should I Sitting at the confluence of the Rhine and Mosel rivers, Koblenz is . Many
people come to Mainz specifically to see the nine blue-tintedHop on and off all day at the many route stops from Mainz
to Koblenz and Valid for KD cruises on the River Rhine between Cologne and Mainz Valid for KDCruise departs from
the KD landing point in Koblenz or Linz. You may board the ship at any of the stops between Cologne and Mainz
according to the KD Answer 1 of 4: We will be traveling in Koblenz - Mainz area, and would like some Rhine River 20
Castles Boat Tour Pass The tour guide will give you a numbered sheet in English to follow along, as the tour is in
German. Answer 1 of 26: Hello Everyone ! This is a request for validation / expert comments for our Rhine River
Cruise from Mainz to Koblenz on 7 June Answer 1 of 12: I have to spend one day in Mainz and I would like to make a
trip on the Rhine river and see as much as possible. It is not easy,Rhine River Day Cruises: Check out Viators reviews
and photos of Rhine Between Koblenz and Mainz, 20 castles stand lined up on both sides of the river.Answer 1 of 5: In
addition to taking a river cruise along the Rhein via KD, is it also worthwhile to take the train and visit some of the
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smaller towns? If so, which Answer 1 of 8: Hi, I have heard this scenic train runs from Mainz to Koblenz operated by
DB. What are the timings, fare etc? Thanks.Rhine Guide. From Mainz to Koblenz [Willi Knopf, Wolfgang Kootz Willi
Sauer] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.Rhine Guide from Mainz to Koblenz [Wolfgang Kootz] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. The Rhine is unmatched in Western Europe - much longer at 820 miles and exquisite
castles further north, between Mainz and Koblenz.
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